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Background

• Deep Nets are hard to interpret and have unusual failure modes.
In particular: they are sensitive to occlusion and context.

Jianyu Wang, Zhishuai Zhang, Cihang Xie, Yuyin Zhou, Vittal Premachandran, Jun Zhu, Lingxi Xie, and Alan 
Yuille. Visual concepts and compositional voting. Annals of Mathematical Sciences and Applications, 2018.
See also: A Rosenfield et al. The Elephant in the Room. Arxiv. 2018.



How Well Can Humans recognize occluded 
objects?
• Hongru Zhu et al. Proc. Cog Sci. 2019.
• Mask occluders. “Extreme” occluders.
•
• Category-level confusion matrices under extreme occlusion. Rho gives 

the correlation between human and model confusion matrix.



Capcha’ D. George et al. 2017.

• A generative vision model that trains with high data efficiency and 
breaks text-based CAPTCHAs 



Occlusions and Perceptible Attacks

• We  discussed imperceptible attacks in a previous lecture. We will 
now briefly discuss perceptible attacks, in particular patch attacks.

• These are like occluders, but occluders placed in positions that make 
them hard for deep networks, or other algorithms to be robust to 
them.

• Deep networks are not robust to these attacks. Perhaps because deep 
networks are “bags of patches” and may not represent the geometric 
structure of objects?



Patch Attacks

• There is a rapidly growing literature on this topic. 
• Here I will briefly describe recent work (C. Yang et al. ECCV. 2020).
• This algorithm performs targeted Black Box attacks on Deep Nets. It 

has a very strong attack rate by placing small patches in the images. 



Learning an Attack Policy.

• Texture Dictionaries are learnt from a surrogate Deep Network using Gram 
Matrices with differential synthesis (exploits universality).

• The attack policy is learnt by reinforcement learning. It selects patches from 
the texture dictionary and places them in the image.

• This is like an Adversarial Examiner – selecting new images to probe the 
algorithms weak points.



Patch-Attack Intuition

• Intuitively, the attack does two things:
• (I) It exploits the fact that the Deep Network pays attention to a 

limited region of the object (even if the object is large). 
• (II) It shows that the Deep Network prefers a texture-patch (see 

above) to an entire object.
• This suggest  that the Deep Network has only a weak knowledge of 

the global structure of objects. Maybe it relies too much on 
recognition-by-texture? 



CompNets vrs. Patch Attacks and Sparse-RS

• CompNets are robust against targeted patch attacks. (C. Cosgrove et al. 2020).
• CompNets can detect patch attacks.                                                                                                        



Why do CompNets work?

• CompNets represent the spatial structure of objects.
• They are generative and include an outlier process which allows for 

some of the date to be generated by occluders, or patches.
• CompNets do not need to be trained to deal with occluders or patch 

attacks.
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